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This question, as we remarked, is somewhat delicate.
Indeed, I am raising it only that the possible significance
of a work of art might not be fettered or restricted by my
typification, even though apparently it intends neither to be
nor to say anything .except what it obviously is and says.
It happens moreover quite frequently that a poet long
dead is suddenly rediscovered. This may occur when our
conscious development has reached a higher level, from which
standpoint the ancient poet can tell us something new. It
was always present in his work, but it remained a hidden
symbol that only a renewal of the spirit of the time permits
us to read and to understand. It demanded other and fresher
eyes, just because the old ones could see in it only the things
they were accustomed to see. Experiences like these
should prompt us to be circumspect, since they give a certain
justification for the view I developed above ; whereas the
admittedly symbolic work does not demand this subtlety.
In its prophetic language it almost seems to say : I am really
meaning more than I actually ^ay, my meaning carries further
than my words. Here we may lay our hand upon the
symbol, although a satisfying solution of the riddle still
escapes us. The symbol remains a perpetual reproach to our
subsequent thoughts and feelings. Surely this explains the
fact that the symbolical work is more stimulating, drives,
as it were, more deeply into us, and therefore seldom permits
us a purely aesthetic enjoyment of it. Whereas the work
that is manifestly not symbolical appeals-much -more vividly
to our aesthetic sensibility, because it offers us an harmonious
vision of fulfilment.
But, you may ask, what contribution can analytical
psychology make to the root-problem of artistic ' creation',
that is, the mystery of the creative energy ? All that we have
spoken of hitherto has been merely psychological phenomen-
ology. Inasmuch as 'no created mind can penetrate the
inner soul of Nature', you will surely not expect the impossible
from our psychology, namely, a valid explanation of that

